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My March report has been channeled for the most part to the mid-term Interim Ministry 

Appraisal. As I mentioned last month, using the interim task categories offers probably the most 

useful framework for the core of my future monthly reports.  

 I will note that since the last monthly Board meeting I have been mentoring Chris most weeks, 

offering accompanist guidance and working with the Welcoming Congregation Committee to re-

engage the Welcoming Congregation process. I’m just back from a powerful week in 

Birmingham and Selma for the Voting Rights March anniversary and the Marching in the Arc of 

Justice conference. UUFB was well represented with 7 attendees for the conference plus two 

more for the bridge walk itself. UUFB was also well represented up front, as Jim Key spoke to a 

huge crowd at Tabernacle Baptist Church, and as Jan Spencer and I offered music in the worship 

services. The Mosaic Team is exploring how best to bring this conversation around race to the 

rest of the congregation.  

In lieu of a communications team, Jerri Meisner, Jeanine Darville, Gary Rakestraw and I have 

been fielding Facebook and Website questions since the fall. We are ready to start moving the 

two UUFB Facebook sites (with identical names currently) toward different names and uses: a 

group for interactive in-house conversation among group members, and a page for representing 

UUFB to the wider world. I am also wanting to adjust the HLN rhythm toward a weekly 

schedule that calls on the minister’s input mid-week rather than over the weekend. I mention 

both of these since communication is on the agenda this week and I will be discerning how these 

efforts best fit with the upcoming communication work.  

 Coming up, your Ministerial Settlement Rep will offer a service on March 29 focused on 

searching for your next settled minister (with a pre-service session with the Board/Nominating 

Committee and a post-service Q&A session in the congregational meeting). I have scheduled an 

identity workshop for Saturday, April 11, and I would like to facilitate a Saturday, May 2 

visioning session in conjunction with the New Member Welcome Dinner.  

 I continue to work with UUFB administrator, Gary Rakestraw, to locate membership database 

software for UUFB. He has brought Jim Miller into the process, knowing that ideally the 

database will work well for financial data as well as membership data. Stay tuned.  

 Respectfully submitted, 

Rev. Kevin Tarsa 

 


